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enetics, biology and hemodynamics are not independent but interactive physiological components of the venous system that provides the venous function where the trans mural pressure (TMP)
control is crucial. To restore the TMP hemodynamic
control is a necessary condition to carry on a correct
function, whatever the means, physioanatomicallike or not. So, any treatment which can restore it
is sufficient to provide a correct function. Clearing
the obstructions, repairing or building the valves,
CHIVA (Hydrostatic Pressure fractioning, CS and
ODS disconnection, drainage preservation). To treat
or prevent the genetic and biological defects are not
yet arisen.
TMP (intravenous pressure, IVI – extra-venous
pressure, EVP) is the difference of lateral pressure
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LP between the internal and external wall side of
veins and venous capillaries.
TMP is the central hemodynamic parameter that
controls both venous calibre and tissue drainage.
EVP depends on the atmospheric and tissue pressure.
IVP is made of two pressures in healthy individuals: hydrostatic pressure HSP due to gravity, thus depending on the posture and residual pressure (RP)
provided by arterial pressure and reduced and modulated by the microcirculation resistances (MCR).
In venous insufficient individuals, the shunt pressure SP provided by the valvo-muscular pump VMP
action has to be added to HSP and RP.
HSP is equal in healthy and venous incompetent individuals in any posture except when walking where it decreases dramatically below the knee
(from 90 to 30 mmHg) in normal but not in venous
insufficient.1
This is due to the VMP that fractionates the HSP
column thanks to an alternate closure of down and
upstream valves during the systolic and diastolic
phases of walking. We named this phenomenon: dynamic fractioning of the hydrostatic pressure (DFHSP).
In case of venous insufficiency, the DFHSP is impaired in proportion with the valve incompetence.2, 3
TMP excesses are due to IVP increase or EVP decrease (low atmospheric pressure, low tissue pressure).
IVP excess are counterbalanced by EVP increase
(compression).
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The venous system consists of various aspects, biological, anatomic and hemodynamic that provide an appropriate venous
function, i.e., drainage of the tissues, thermoregulation and
heart preload feeding. The draining function and vein volume control depend on the correct balance of the transmural
pressure at the micro and macro venous bed. Its impairment
is the central cause of the venous disease that can be due to
various anomalies of the valves, the venous conduit and its
wall, the venous pumps, related to congenital malformations
or to secondary mechanic and biologic disorders. Despite
crucial, the hemodynamic aspect has been for a long time underestimated, partly because of the lack of deep investigation
means. To-day, after invasive pressure measurements, venography and plethysmography, DUS has provided an invaluable tool that allowed a dramatic progress in its knowledge
and understanding.
Key words: Veins - Genetics - Hemodynamics.
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Wall and reflux features as determinant
parameters of the venous disease
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3 VENOUS SYSTEM DAMAGES
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so that the varicose vein collapses to normal while it
keeps physiologically draining the skin despite still
refluxing but at low flow/pressure, so avoiding skin
suffering and collateral varicose recurrence.3, 5-7
These CS can be seen in the deep veins when an
both its distal and proximal ends connect to a competent deep collateral.
The flow direction antegrade or retrograde (reflux)
is not specific of any pathological status if it is not
defined by its source(s) and its destination(s). Classification of shunts permits a comprehensive definition
of any venous circulation pattern.4, 7
The vicarious compensatory collateral veins (open
vicarious shunts OVS) are overloaded by the flow
that escapes distally to/from the blocked vein and
re-enter proximally to it. They are seen after an important deep venous thrombosis, but also after a superficial vein ablation, so accounting for superficial
varicose veins recurrence (Figure 2).

O

IVP excesses are due either to RP increase (AV
fistula, MCR decrease, downstream obstacles) and/
or to DFHSP impairment because of valve incompetence frequently associated to an overloading shunt
pressure (SP) due to closed shunts CS and deviate
open shunts DOS. CS is a N2 and/or N3 vein overloaded during the diastolic phase of the calf muscular pump by a deep vein N1 through a proximal
refluxing escape point (SFJ, SPJ or a pelvic or thigh
perforator) and re-entering distally to the calf pump
deep veins N1 through an inwards perforator. ODS
is refluxing saphenous tributary (N3) fed by N2
(GSV or SSV) and re-entering as a CS. CS works as
a closed circuit while the ODS that is not fed by N1.
This overloading flow adds the SP to the HSP and is
responsible for the varicose veins enlargement with
muscular activity (walking, running etc.). The disconnection of these shunts flush to the escape point
fractionates the HSP and ablates the overloading SP,
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Reflux can be misunderstood and source of confusion if not related to a common definition.
We propose: reflux=venous flow opposite to the
valve direction independently of its origin, destination and flow component.
Any flow, whatever its direction results from a
pressure gradient. The gradient pressure inversion is
physiological when the proximal pressure increases
(cough, defecation, heavy weight bearing, Valsalva
manoeuver) or the distal pressure decreases (diastolic phase of the muscular pump, particularly the calf
pump). The flow reverses when the valves are not
capable to stop it (valve absence or incompetence).2,
8-11 It is always a reflux at its start point but it can
feed an antegrade flow. Two examples: the pelvis escape (start) points are refluxing while they feed in orthograde (antegrade) direction the upper tributaries
of the GSV arch and a femoro-popliteal obstruction
can be by-passed (open vicarious shunt) by a calf refluxing perforator that feed an orthograde GSV flow.
The reflux time in deep veins is normal when it is
not longer than 10OO ms in the deep veins (N1) and
less than 500 ms in the superficial veins (N2, N3).12
The value of the deep pathological reflux can be
rated according to the valves damages and position. Total when the all the overlying and underlying
valves are incompetent, segmental when the upper
valves are competent and partial when the valve leak

is small. Some indexes can assess these different features of reflux.13
The superficial veins refluxes can be defined according to the pressure gradient that triggers them
(Valsava manoeuver, muscular pump systole or diastole), their escape points, their pathways (saphenous
trunks N2 and or tributaries N3) and their re-entry
points towards N1. They can be classified according
theses parameters in various types of shunts.7, 14, 15
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Compliance, visco-elasticity and wall remodeling

Compliance and visco-elasticity are the parameters that account for the mechanics properties of the
venous wall and interfere with the “reservoir effect”
and the wall remodeling.
Compliance

Compliance is the physical feature measurement of
the vessel wall related to its capability for blood volume Q storing according to the TMP (tension=TMP.
Vein radius). The volume variation is generally a
sigmoid curve (Hooks modulus) where two different
values can be measured at each point P:
1. static compliance SC=Q/TMP, i.e., the resulting volume variation according to the TMP;
2. dynamic compliance DC=dQ/dPTM, i.e., the
velocity of the volume variations (acceleration) that
decreases with the wall viscosity (Figure 3).
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Wall components and compliance:
—— passive components: conjonctive/elastine;
—— active components: muscular media (reflex
vaso constriction/relaxation);

heart necessity without a substantial venous pressure
change.16-20

Visco-elasticity

The more the radius, the higher the tension for the
same TMP. The physiological response is the media
thickening according to the Starling law, which reinforces the wall and reduces the compliance. This is a
biologic response that limits the venous dilation attested by the wall thickening of the GSV when overloaded/strained by SFJ reflux.
The hysteresis, i.e., the Caliber/volume reduction
secondary to a TMP decrease, depends of the wall
structure that consists in wall remodeling that can
take long time (weeks) after refluxing SFJ disconnection.21
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Figure 4.—Visco-elasticity. TMP: trans-mural pressure; C: vein
caliber; F: fluage; R: relaxation.
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Figure 3.—Wall compliance parameters. SC: static compliance=Q/
TMP 2-DC: dynamic compliance=dQ/dPTM.
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Caliber=Tension/visco-elasticity
Visco-elasticity (delayed elasticity) is another vascular feature particularly related to the veins which
accounts for:
1. the delayed caliber response C to the TMP (Fluage F) that interferes with the dynamic compliance;
2. the lower TMP capable to maintain Q (relaxation R) than which was necessary to achieve it that
interferes with the hysteresis phenomenon (Figure 4).

Wall remodeling

Reservoir effect
Compliance and visco-elasticity vary according to
the wall veins components. The high compliance of
the venous bed is responsible for the capacitive effect called “reservoir effect” that allows a great variation of volume with a small variation of pressure,
so providing a variable flow according to the right
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Riassunto
Parete venosa e caratteristiche di reflusso quali fattori determinanti della malattia venosa
Il sistema venoso è composto di vari aspetti di natura
biologica, anatomica ed emodinamica, i quali garantisco-
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no un’appropriata funzionalità venosa, cioè il drenaggio
dei tessuti, la termoregolazione e il precarico cardiaco. La
funzionalità di drenaggio e controllo del volume venoso
dipende dal corretto equilibrio della pressione transmurale
a livello del letto micro- e macro-venoso. La sua compromissione è la causa centrale della malattia venosa e può
essere dovuta a diverse anomalie delle valvole, del condotto venoso e della sua parete, delle pompe venose, oppure
riconducibile a malformazioni congenite o disturbi meccanici e biologici secondari. Nonostante sia cruciale, l’aspetto emodinamico è stato per lungo tempo sottovalutato, in
parte a causa dell’assenza di uno strumento di indagine
approfondita. Al giorno d’oggi, dopo misurazioni invasive
della pressione, la flebografia e la pletismografia, l’ecografia doppler (DUS) ha fornito uno strumento prezioso che
ha consentito un enorme progresso nella sua conoscenza e
comprensione.
Parole chiave: Vene - genetica - emodinamica.
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